
                                                           Sheep Uy Colors        

                                                      
                                                    Miracle Twisted Sweater.

This sweater is worked flat and knitted in four pieces:  front, back (worked down to top) and 
both sleeves ( picked up from the armholes).
Mostly worked in stockinette stitch the front band and a section in sleeves knitted in trinity stich 
make the difference!! Simple and elegant...Miracle!!

[Pattern is written for smallest size with changes for larger sizes in parentheses. When only 
one number is given, it applies to all sizes.]
Sizes: S( M, L). 
Finished Bust: 32 (36, 40) in. (81.5 (91.5, 101.5) cm)
Yarn: Sheep Uy Colors Twisted, appx. 850 (920, 970) yards.
Gauge: 16 sts = 4 in (10cm) after blocking.
Needles: US9 ( 5,5mm) straight.
Glossary:
k- knit
p- purl
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k2tog- knit two stitches together.
P3tog- purl three stitches together.

Front:
Cast on 70 (78, 84) sts. Knit 5 rows.
Next rows: 
1)(RS) k23(27, 30),place marker, k2, p20, k2, place marker, k23(27, 30).
2) p to first marker, k2, *(k1,p1,k1) into next st, p3tog. Rep from * to 2 stitches before next 
marker, k2, slip marker, p to the end.
3) same as row 1.
4) p to first marker K2 *p3tog, (k1,p1,k1) into next st. Rep from *  to 2 stitches before next 
marker, k2, slip marker, p to the end.

Repeat rows 1 to 4 until your work measures 14.5(16.5, 18.5) inches from cast on. [37(42, 47) 
cm].

Bind off 6(6, 7) stitches at the beginning of next two rows for armholes.
Continue working  the pattern with 24 sts. Trinity stitch band for 4.7( 5.5, 5.5)in.more [12(14, 
16)cm].
Front neck shaping: 
All sizes:On a RS row, knit to first marker, remove it, bind off 24 sts, remove next marker, k to 
the end.
Size S:bind off 2, 2, 1 at the begginig of next 3 right side rows on left side (slip first stitch  for 
better finishing). Repeat in right side but bind off in the beginning of wrog side rows.
Sizes M: bind off 3, 2, 1, 1  at the begginig of next 4 right side rows on left side (slip first stitch  
for better finishing). Repeat in right side but bind off in the beginning of wrog side rows.
Size L: bind off 3, 3, 2, 1 at the begginig of next 4 right side rows on left side (slip first stitch  
for better finishing). Repeat in right side but bind off in the beginning of wrog side rows.
Continue working both sides until armholes measures 7(7.5, 8)inches. [18(19, 20)cm].
Put all stitches on a holder.

Back:
Work as front without central Trinity Stitch band, all in stockinette stitch, until
armholes maesures  6(6.5, 7) inches.
Back neck shape: 
Size S:bind off 3, 2 at the begginig of next 2 right side rows on left side (slip first stitch  for 
better finishing). Repeat in right side but bind off in the beginning of wrog side rows.
Sizes M: bind off 4, 3  at the begginig of next 2 right side rows on left side (slip first stitch  for 
better finishing). Repeat in right side but bind off in the beginning of wrong side rows.
Size L: bind off 5, 4 at the begginig of next 2 right side rows on left side (slip first stitch  for 
better finishing). Repeat in right side but bind off in the beginning of wrog side rows.
Continue working both sides until armholes measures 7(7.5, 8)inches. [18(19, 20)cm].

Replace front stitches on a needle and bind off front+back stitches with three needles bind off 
method. 

Finishing the neck: using a crochet needle make a single crochet border all around the neck. 

Sleeves: 
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Pick up 52( 58, 64) sts from the armhole. Work in stockinette stitch decreasing one stitch by 
k2tog at each side every 1.5 inches 5 times. Continue in stockinette stitch until your sleeve 
measures 7.6( 8.3, 8.9) inches from pick up. End with 5 rows in garter stitch (knit all rows).

Trinity stitch band: 
Row 1) (RS) k3 , p to las 3 sts, k3
Row 2) p3, *(k1,p1,k1) into next st, p3tog. Rep from * to las 3 sts , p3.
Row 3) same as row 1.
Row 4) p3 *p3tog, (k1,p1,k1) into next st. Rep from * across the row. p3 last sts. 

Repeat rows 1 to 4, 6 times total.

Continue working in stockinette increasing one stitch at each side every 2 inches until sleeve 
measures 18(18.4, 18.9) inches from the pick up.

Work second sleeve.

Finishing:
Sew sleeves and sides. Weave in ends. 
Block your sweater for final measures and shape.
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